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hi. i am having a problem about my app id not showing up on the
dashboard. i have tried everything and still i get the same error appid

is not configured. i tried to replug the steam but no luck. another
thing is that i. there's nothing in

~/.local/share/applications/steamapps.cfg when installing it is
supposed to ask you for your steam account id, and you need to

include it in the list.so try to add "12345" into the list, and you have
to do it for each game that you want to use. when running it this is

what it says.. "the appid has been added to your account
successfully". but when you go to the profile page this shows. "appid
is not configured" i don't know what is going on? the one in the list. i
have the same problem, i got a steam account in 2014 and made a
backup and after that i got this game i thought i would never run it
on steam again hehe but i did and after i installed it and everything
was ok, but when i tried to play it in steam it would just show the

loading screen for like ten minutes and then it would just crash, and
it did not work anymore so i couldn't even run it. i just got your

message and am having the same issue. i haven't played this game
for a while, but then somehow it stopped working. now i am stuck at

the "loading game" screen and am unable to play. i have tried
uninstalling and reinstalling the game and i can't get it to work.

where is the place to download the real game? it's great and i enjoy it
a lot of time but i always play ffxiv and i can't find where is the place
to download the actual game. it's just a crap what i waste my money!
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i was playing hitman absolution on my computer, and the game kept
giving an error message. i tried to run it as administrator, but it didn't
help. i tried going to the console, and the error message was "appid
is not configured". hello, i installed a crack for the doa 5 last round
core fighters tecmo 50th anniversary edition and it works fine. but
when i try to launch it, the error message appid is not configured
appears and it closes immediately without even opening. i tried to
launch again but it still didn't work. i did. i bought the ustwo game
world of warcraft, and after i started playing i had an error showing
that an update for it was needed, i followed the steps and then the

game got installed but the error message appid is not configured still
appeared and closed, what can i do? i downloaded the skidrow patch

and then i started the the game and it started to download and it
said that everything was fine but there was an error in the game that

it was needed an update and i did what it said and it asked me to
update but the error was still there and i don't know what to do. i
have a problem with doa 5 last round core fighters tecmo 50th

anniversary edition, i followed the steps to add the exception for
the.bin file and replaced it with the one from the skidrow folder, but
the game still does not load. i'm trying to solve this for a while now

and i really can't do it because the error message appid is not
configured keeps popping up every time i try to launch the game. i'm

trying to solve this problem as soon as possible. 5ec8ef588b
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